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TABLE 4
Placement by Type of Hiring Institutions, 1986-95 (%)

Ph.D. department
M.A. department
Undergraduate political science or

combined
Two-year college
Nonacadcmic
Total

1986

41
16
32

1
9

99

1988

40
17
33

2
8

100

Total

1990

41
16
32

-»
10

101

1992

45
11
31

2
10
99

1994

42
14
31

11
100

1995

39
16
30

2
13

100

have accounted for over 40% of
hires—42% on average. This year,
the share of positions in Ph.D. in-
stitutions declined to 39%. The
share of jobs going to undergradu-
ate institutions also was the lowest
it has been in recent years at 30%.
On the other hand, positions are
relatively more likely to be found
in M.A. departments than has been
the case in the last several years,
and increasingly to be found out-
side academia.

Two percent of placements, 10
individuals, accepted positions in
two-year institutions—community
colleges and the like. Half of these
job candidates had the Ph.D. in
hand and half were ABD (roughly
the same as the pool as a whole);
seven were men and three were
women (also roughly the same pro-
portion as the pool as a whole).
While these jobs can often be as-
sumed to call for teaching across
many political science fields, the
academic fields of these individuals
spread across American govern-
ment, comparative politics, IR,
public policy, and political theory.
Almost all of these placements in
two-year institutions were reported
as temporary.

Nonacademic positions account
for 13% of this year's placement, a
rate that has grown gradually from
around 9% a decade ago. Students
in all fields took nonacademic
placement, though, as noted, public
policy students disproportionately
took these jobs. Of people taking
jobs outside academia, about a
quarter were students in American
politics, a fifth each in comparative
politics and IR, and a tenth in polit-
ical theory.

Women and Minorities on the
Job Market

The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion reports that "a new generation
of professors is markedly changing
the face of academe. . . . these fac-
ulty members are much more likely
to be women and somewhat more
likely to be members of minority
groups." The report is based on a
study recently conducted by the
New Jersey Institute for Collegiate
Teaching and Learning at Seton
Hall University. They add that
"fully a third of the country's full-
time professoriate belongs to this
new group . . . contradicting the
widespread perception that a weak
academic job market has prevented

TABLE 5
Placement Experience by Sex and Race

a significant infusion of new blood"
(Magner 1996b, A17).

These findings are no surprise in
political science, which has shown
steady increases in numbers and
rank of women in the professoriate
and enrolled in graduate study, and
to a lesser degree (as found in the
New Jersey Institute study for aca-
deme as a whole) increases for mi-
norities (Brintnall 1992, 105);
(Spellman 1995, 319).

What is especially encouraging is
that placement data show that
women and minorities who are on
the job market in political science
are faring as well as their male and
white counterparts. Women are
28% of the placement class—about
a three percentage point increase
over a decade ago. The women in
the placement class are slightly less
likely than men to have the Ph.D.
in hand (51% vs. 58%) and to be
repeats. But placement rates are
comparable—both for candidates
with the Ph.D. and for the whole
pool. Women are a bit less likely to
be placed in temporary positions
than men.

By field and type of placement
there are little differences between
the pools of men and women.
Women are slightly more likely to
be studying in public policy and

Percent:
In Placement Class
With PhD
Repeating
Placed:

In Temporary Position
Placed with PHD

Percent Placed In:
Ph.D. Department
M.A. Department
Undergraduate political

science or combined
Two-year College
Non-academic

Percent Placed by Field:
American Government
Public Policy
Comparative/Area Studies
International Relations
Public Administration
Political Theory
Methodology
Other

Total

Men

72
58
43
72
36
85

38
16
29

2
15

31
5

27
24

3
9

—
2

100

Women

28
51
35
71
31
85

41
17
31

2
9

21
8

26
25
8
9

—
3

100

African
Americans

4
80
40
79
21
81

38
12
31

—
19

41
11
19
22
4

—
4

100

Latinos

3
54
63
80
55
89

36
7

29

14
14

6
13
50
25

6

100
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public administration than men, but
less likely to take nonacademic
jobs; only half the proportion of
women studying public policy took
nonacademic positions than men in
that field.

African American students are
4% of the placement class, a slight
drop from previous years. African
American candidates seeking jobs
are much more likely than others to
have the Ph.D. in hand. Fully 80%
had completed their degree, com-
pared to 59% percent for the pool
as a whole. This pattern has oc-
curred in previous years as well,
but not to this degree. Thirty-seven
percent of the African Americans
in the placement class are women,
compared to 28% of the class
overall.

Placement rates for African
American students overall are
higher than for others—79% of
those on the market found posi-
tions. A relatively higher percent-
age of the jobs were permanent.
Comparing only job seekers who
have completed the Ph.D., a slightly
smaller percentage of African
American job candidates were
placed than for all candidates (81%
vs. 85%).

Latino students are 3% of the
placement class, a steady rate in
recent years. This small pool has a
high placement rate, 80% overall
and 89% for those with the Ph.D.
in hand. However, this year over
half found only temporary posi-
tions, compared to about a third of
the placement class as a whole.
Forty-two percent of Latino stu-
dents on the market are women—a
much higher proportion than the
placement pool as a whole. Latino
students are also far more likely to
be working in comparative politics;
half of Latino students who find
positions are teaching in this field.

Where Is the Job Market
Headed in Political Science?

In spite of some optimistic trends
reported last year, current evidence
suggests that the job market in po-
litical science is growing tighter.
We are seeing a drop in the number
of academic positions open and
continuing increases in numbers of

graduate students entering doctoral
programs and in Ph.D.'s awarded.

For the current year, academic
job openings have shown a sharp
drop. Numbers of job listings in the
APSA Personnel Service Newslet-
ter for academic year 1995-96 have
dropped about 14% over the num-
bers in the last several years; and
estimates of net new hires made by
chairs in the APSA Survey of Polit-
ical Science Departments for
1995-96 are down 11% over the
previous year. Expected hires to
replace departing faculty are down
by 15%.

At the same time, political sci-
ence graduate programs are pro-
ducing increasing numbers of stu-
dents. Enrollments in political
science doctoral programs have
increased by almost 30% the last
decade, and annual Ph.D. produc-
tion is up by about a quarter. In
1995, 876 Ph.D.'s were reported by
doctoral programs in political sci-
ence, public policy, and interna-
tional relations, of which 760 were
in the traditional political science
doctoral programs that APSA has
tracked over the years. In 1985,
614 degrees were awarded by these
same programs.

What about retirements that
would create new openings? A
large cohort of older faculty will be
reaching retirement age over the
next decade and a half. However,
the largest numbers of this group
have not yet reached retirement
age, and many institutions are cut-
ting positions when faculty retire,
rather than make one-for-one re-
placement hires. The prospect of
increasing numbers of retirements
holds more promise for the ad-
vancement possibilities of those
entering the professoriate now,
than it does for increasing numbers
of new hires at present.

These conflicting trends—fewer
academic positions and more new
Ph.D.'s—are common to all fields
in academia, and are generating
increased attention and concern.
(E.g., see Holden 1995, 121). Offi-
cials at the National Science Foun-
dation acknowledge they have been
late in recognizing problems in the
job market in the sciences. Anne
C. Petersen, deputy director of the
National Science Foundation, has

noted that NSF is committed to
improving its data collection on
placement of new Ph.D.'s, and,
"In the next few years, she says,
the foundation will also direct
money to new models of doctoral
education, other than the standard
one presuming that a Ph.D. will
become a professor (Magner 1996b,
A19).

APSA, also, will be with the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences and
other major associations in a Con-
vocation on Graduate Education to
explore doctoral training and em-
ployment issues and their implica-
tions for graduate departments,
graduate students, and the disci-
plines. We will report on this initia-
tive and related matters in the fu-
ture in PS.

In the meantime, what should
graduate students facing the job
search expect, and how might they
respond to these conditions? The
survey of last year's placement
class suggests several things. More
students are turning to the nonaca-
demic job market, and future job
candidates may want to explore
this more carefully, for both inter-
national and U.S. positions. One
placement officer also suggested
that students may want to look
more fully at international aca-
demic positions, too.

There is evidence as well that job
searches will take longer. We find
more students reported as repeating
on the job market, and many place-
ment officers recommend planning
on two years for the job search.

With surprising consistency, the
placement officers responding to
the placement study this year had
the following advice for graduate
students entering the job market:

• There is a premium placed on
excellence. Ignore advice that in
your own case might disrupt doing
the best possible work you can.
There are ample opportunities for
scholars doing the top quality
work.

• Finish the Ph.D. or have it
substantially completed before en-
tering the job market.

• Start career planning early,
look widely at different types of
opportunities, hone presentation
skills, and develop a breadth of
skills including methods and analy-
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sis. Diversify, and develop a strong
minor.

• Earn teaching experience and
demonstrate promise as a teacher.

• Participate professionally, in-
cluding presenting papers, publish-
ing in peer-reviewed journals, and
obtaining book contracts for one's
dissertation.

• Show achievement and balance
both in teaching and scholarship.

Finally, thanks should go to the
graduate placement officers who
volunteer the information for this
report and, much more impor-

tantly, guide their department's stu-
dents in job search and placement.
The care, concern, and pride they
have for their students shows
through clearly in these surveys,
and ultimately in the quality and
character of our discipline.
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